AI-DRIVEN
EXPERIENCE OPTIMISATION

Wrap digital retail around
every user
· Boost visitor engagement
· Increase Conversion
· Improve customer satisfaction
· Enhance booking value
· Drive ancillary revenue

Customise your travel retail experience to each and every digital visitor. Elevate user
engagement with AI-powered automation. Dynamically display the most appropriate
products and promotions in real-time to capture the booking.
TWO HEMISPHERES
Interest
What is important to them?
Targeting
What would
catch their
attention?
Price Sensitivity
How much
are they
willing to pay?

Occupancy
Are they traveling
alone, as a couple
or a family?
Destination
What country and
destinations are
they looking for?
Conversion
What did they
book so far?

AI-DRIVEN ANALYTICS & PREDICTIONS

Products
I have these
amazing
products – but
which one fits
this user best!?
Messaging
I have lots of
good messages
– but which is
most relevant
now!?

Images
These are my
best pictures –
but which is
most rewarding!?
Incentives
I can spend this
money on promotions – but
would this user
buy anyway?

BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE & NEEDS

Personalisation:
Match products and promotions to users

Optimisation:
Test your marketing assumptions

Gain deep insight to the user journey to better understand
your customers. bd4travel’s Experience Optimisation
platform captures user intent and preferences. The AI
automatically maps products, content and services to deliver a personalised, conversion lifting online experience
to each user.

The Experience Manager is your orchestration toolbox.
Make use of your institutional knowledge and apply AIdriven automation to continually improve the entire shopping experience. Automate your precision retail strategies
to granular levels, responsive to each individual’s preferences.

Elevate the experience
REDUCE CHURN – IMPROVE CONVERSION – INCREASE SALES VALUES: BE MORE CREATIVE

Target multiple
audience-types
simultaneously

Automate
dynamic targeted
promotions

Granular insight
to users’ behaviour,
interest & intent

Augment marketing
performance
with self-learning AI

The Experience Optimisation Platform
REAL-TIME PROFILING
Self-learning algorithms create actionable user-profiles for
every user based on behavioral user data.

EXPERIENCE MANAGER
Orchestrate every element of entire experiences alongside
the user journey. Use your institutional knowledge and apply
the AI to do the heavy lifting.
Placements
Create a repository of placements
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LESS “SPRAY & PRAY”
MORE BOOKINGS!
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Intent
Detect the current stage of the
user journey, consider intent
and corresponding preferences.
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Product Affinity
Align products and promotions
to customers preferences and
traits.
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Context
Understand and connect with
user motivations by reacting in
real time
to what the user is predicted to
perform next.
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Layouts
Manage design and layout
variances for the Experiences.
Audiences
Define audiences of individual
users, based on their past and
current behaviour, preferences
and AI powered predictions.
Catalogues
CMS to create and store user
experiences, manage
product portfolio, incentives
and marketing messages.

Proven use-cases to personalise the buying journey
Churn prevention
Do not let users leave with-out a booking or a
reason to return – promote or suppress targeted
incentives where necessary.

Personalised call-centre support
Go omnichannel by targeting valuable users
with real-time agent consulting and customisedrewarding offers.

Tailor product search displays
Match and recommend content and offers to
the user’s interest and intent to create relevance
and conversion.

Cross- and upsell offers
Present the most relevant ancillaries and options
at the optimal point in time.

Relevant product lists
Display relevant offers in search results while
still promoting distinct offers to increase booking
value and commissions.
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